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TER Voice
Armington

Changes address judicial efficacy
By LIZ PUTERB AUGH
Campus Council voted to pass
to the 1994-9- 5 Scot s Key
forth by die Judicial Committee on
Tuesday. One change to Section XV
under the "Code of Social
ad-diti- oas
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30 extra days to investigate serious
cfferises reported by students or Residence Hall staff for m extended time
after the alleged offenses occurred.
As it now stands. The Scots Key
states on page 65 that "Charges must
be filed in writing within thirty (30)
days following an incident, excluding the days covered by Winter
Break." The new addition to the
Scots' s Key would allow anyone
knowingof or witness to an offense to
report it months later. Carolyn
Buxton, Associate Dean of Students
and advisor to the judicial body, said
that the Dean's Office would not require a victim's consent to proceed
with a hearing in the case ofa serious
offense. However, she said that they

would proceed only after a thorough
investigation and near admission of
guilt by the accused.
Itcomes out of many.many voices
in the community "Buxton saidofthe
change. Reheard an outcry from the
community that said that serious
offenses are not being dealt with in an
expedient manner. We sat down and
we drafted someuiing that would respond to that community concern."
Buxton said, since serious offenses
are often not reported at all or are not
limit,
reported until after the thirty-da- y
die Dean's Office could not previously respond to students' complaints
thatcendersgounprosecuted. The
new change would allow the Dean's
Office to take action against an alleged offender when a victim is uncomfortable filing charges. Buxton
emphasized mat the investigation and
hearingfer each case would be handled
with "essential fairness."
"We're not onawitchhunt,"Buxton
said, adding that both sides, the reporter of the offense and the alleged

accused, would always be heard.
Yesterday, Council approved another judicial measure that would
the Dean of Students to suspend
normal hearing procedure in a case
' considered to be a felony and refer it
faculty or
instead to a
administration panel for a decision,
according to Lauren Cohen, member
of Council's Judicial Committee.
Cohen said the student could be
from the College pending the
outcome of the decision and would
have 48 hours to appeal to the President. Possible suspension is not new,
however, as page nine of the Key
states, "A student may be suspended
or dismissed at any time from the
College ofWooster forreasons which
the College deems sufficient."
Cohen said the changes, while allowing such cases to be processed
more quickly, would also "add a little
extra severity" to serious offenses.
"People who commit serious violations need to recognize there are con"...
sequences," she said. . "
al-lo-

four-memb-

the focus groups in this way, "you
give the participants a sense of the
The initial stages of the search for a texture of the total community
new president ofShejCglJege began whose interests the president will have
this week with the meeting of 16 to serve," Hilty said.
Based on their meetings with the
"focus groups," consisting of memgroups, the consulting firm will
focus
staff,
bers of the faculty, student body,
up a profile of an ideal
draw
then
the
members
of
and
alumni
trustees,
local community. Meetings began candidate. This profile will be given
yesterday afternoon and will continue to thejoint Faculty and Trustee Presithis afternoon. The new president dential Search and Screenjig Comwill replace current President Henry mittees who will edit and revise the
Copeland, who is scheduled to retire document. Mark Wilsonnofessor
of geology and chair of the Faculty
on June 30, 1995.
Deborah Hilty, secretary of the Presidential Search and Screening
College and of the Board of Trustees, Committee, said the faculty and trustee
said the focus groups were set up by ' branches ofthe committees will work
the College in accordance with the together to create a final document
recommendations established by A. that will be sent out across the nation
T. Kearney Executive Search, a pri- so "the world knows what it is we
want." The committees will produce
vate consulting firm hired by the College to assist wuh the search. Each the document at their June 18 meetfocus group meets for 45 minutes ing.
Hilty said. The outcome of this
with a representative from A. T.
Kearney to discuss three questions, drafting process should be a working
document to hand out to candidates
Hilty said.
and for advertising copy in journals
where
The groups were to address
such as The Chronicle ofjfiigherEdit-cation.- "
be
win
it
where
today,
is
College
me
Then applications and nomiheading over the next five to ten years,
will
start flcwingp until somenations
and the preferred qualities and
December: said Hilty.
early
in
time
in
see
like
to
the groups would
be up to the faculty and
men
will
It
the
meet
to
order
in
the candidates
trustee committees to examine the
goals. The process is only just begun," Hilty said. The consulting firm applicant's dossiers and narrow the
list of candidates to around twelve,
is"testing the waters getting a sense
said. He said these candidates
Wilson
like."
is
this
place
of what
Each focus group was to consist of will then be interviewed by the joint
undisclosed,off camtwo faculty members, two students, committees atan
confidential- maintain
location
to
pus
alumone staff person, one trustecone
ity- nus and one member of the local
v
"It's a sensitive process because
community, Hilty said. By dividing
By ZACH VE2LLEUX
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during Semester II of
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there are people's careers involved.
We'll do it very carefully we want
to be inclusive," said Wilson.
Wilson said plans forthe final stages
of the search and screening process
have not been finalized. The final
clecisionwiUbernadebytheBoardof
Trustees, as dictated by the Bylaws of
the College, last amended in 1981.
The trustees will announce their
decision at their April 8, 1995

:'

page 6

investigated
By MICHAEL DITTM AN
According to a campus alert issued
by the College's Security office on
April 25, early in the morning on
Sunday, April 24, an unknown perpetrator attempted to enter Armington
Hall by means ofa ground floor room
window. The suspect broke the window to the room, which was unoccupied at the time of the incident.
The attempted crime comes on the
heels ofa call by the administration to
increase security measures, including
increased vehicle patrols by the
Wooster Police Department.
The suspect in the attempted break-i-n
was described as a white male,
approximately 25 years old, with
shoulder-lengt- h
curly brown hair. He
was wearing a black leather jacket,
black pants and a white baseball cap.
Keith James, director of Security,
said that someone within the dorm
observed the attempted break-i- n and
to Security.
reported the goings-o-n
Because of the quick response, James
saidlie believed

nriodimg was taken.

Captain Don Edwards of the
Wooster Police Department was unavailable for comment
The incident was reported to the
Wooster Police Department and is
being investigated. Anyone having
information regarding the incident
should contact the Security Office at
ext. 2590 or the Wooster Police Department at
287-570- 0.
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The recent "heat wave" finds Dan Laun '94 taking a study break in
Hoiden courtyard.
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sun-fill-
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Professors retire from College

News Briefs

By ANDY DUKER

NATIONAL

This spring semester win be the last

Former Presided Richard M. Nixon was buried in Yorba Linda, Calif, on
Wednesday. Tbehrial wsiaendcdby2300mcoriCTtsweIlisFYejk
dintoo and four other fcrmer presidents.
Midshipmen were expelled from the US. Naval Academy Ibis week because
oft cheating scandal Tbe 24 students will not have lo repay the 557JD00 the
at 30.
government spent oh their
Aldrich Ames pleaded guflqr to charges of espionage and tax evasion
yesterday. Today the government will begin determining from Ames bow
much information the CIA. official sold lo Moscow.
.

INTERNATIONAL
Tbe Cm fully dewavatic election was held in Sooth Africa Ibis week.
MlHions of dozens voted fcr oatirxal and provincial legislaoxes.
Israefi and Palestinian oegociaion in Paris worked overnight last night lo
polish an agreement on economic issues. S months of talks may result in an
ffrfon frrtary, rmtmn tnA rtthrr rrtwmic feme.

a

gTl

National and international news briefs compifcd by SUSAN WITTSTOCX
with jnfrrrnfririn frnm iHp Rmttm JmuvJ and Wire Services.

Congressional fellowship
awarded to student
NEWSSERVICES
has been rvarded
Laaen Cohen
a Congressional Fellowship from the

Carl Albert Congressional Research
and Studies Center at the University
' of Oklahoma at Norman.
. Worth jprxoainuttfJy $83.000, the
provides sopport
for graduate studies leading toaPhJX
in political science and a 10 month
fellowship in Washington, DJC
Cohen, a political science major
from RockviUe, ML, plans lo study
judicial politics and is interested in
bow the judicial and legislative
branches of the federal government
work together. She would like to
work in Washington in some capacity
after completing her doctorate.
T really am impressed by the Carl
Albert Center and their belief that
graduate students should receive
strong financial suptm so that they
ship

.

at Wooster rxx only for the391 graduating seriiors, but also for three of the
College's professors, Donald G.

long renovation of Taylor Kail, as
part of a group that met and discussed
plans with the architects.
Calhoun. Aflcen Dunham profes-aof history, has been leaching at
Wooster for 38 years. He is an expert
in Russian history, Soviet history,
modem British history and modern
European history, and is a member of
or

Wise, Danforth professor of biol
ogy, is an expert in microbiology.

research, and is president of the Ohio
College Biology Teachers Confer
ence, member of tbe Society ofProto- zoologists. the staff commission on
Undergraduate Education in the Bio- logical Sciences and is president of
the Otuo Academy of Science.

Beaneof theinathcrrtariqdepiauueut.
Daniel F. Calhoun of the history department and Don Wise of the bioi-odepartment. The three carry
over 1 CD yean ofWooster teach
"Vtt miss the good classes. What
ing among them.
Beane has been leachmr. at the won't miss is grading 12 Senior
gy

I

He has been teaching at

Wooster for 36 years.
thoroughly en joy myjob,
Wise said. He has been a con- theses in two weeks."
iitatnf arvl fmirvr ffnr the
IfameiLamoun, Norm Central Association of
an expert in mafrematical
and graph theory, and is a
professor history Colleges and Schools for 20
yczrc
uas yisicu many
tnentecc the National Council
colleges.
other
Tve always
He
Mathematics.
ofTeachen of
recrivedhisBA. fromIowa Wesleyan the American History Association and been impressed that Wooster com
Giege,MA. and PblXmxn Illinois the American Association for the pared to all these institutions as first
rate."
Umvenity.and MS. from Ohio State Advancement of Slavic Studies.
Wise said that he is retiring because
said.
classes,"
he
miss
good
TO
the
University.
be
chal12
grading
hasTxen doing this long enough.
miss
new
is
time
I
was
"What
for
won't
it
decided
T
He plans to spend time with his wife
lenges," Beane said. Of leaching at senior theses in two weeks."
Calhoun said that be will continue and to enjoy "tbe freedom to do whatWooster, be said, "It's a mutually
rewarding experience. We challenge to live in Wooster and plans to audit ever I decide lo do without any rethe students and they try to challenge courses from his colleagues. He also sponsibilities."
Wise served on
In the
intends to "write a book or two,"
US.
Beane plans to teach mathematics travel a lot and do volunteer work, of the Commission on Undergraduate
Eviration in the Biological Sciences
at Coda Canal, a Christian intema-tion- al which type he has not yet decided.
in Washington for a year while on
Calhoun expressed gratification
boarding school in India, beginning inJanuary of 1995. His wife, with being able to help lo pick his leave. When be returned, he began a
successor. Peter Pozefski. who, as a 15 year term as chair of the biology
who works with students with learning disabilities, and is retiring from yourleacher.he believes will bring deportment and was instrumental in
revising the biology curriculum with ;
BeaH Avenue Elementary School, will new ideas and concepts to classes.
the introduction of biology courses
He also emphasized his satisfacalso leach at the scbooL
majors, requiring evinfor
experiences
teaching
his
tion with
Beane was responsible for the
ery department member to participate
corporation of a new mathematics over other achievements and experiin teaching them.
course. Combinatories and Graph ences he has had at the College.
Wise was also a proponent of the
Theory, into the curriculum for math
There have been lots of memoSeminar as a
majors, after smdytng the subject on rable students," Calhoun said, adding retention of First-Yeat the Royal that there are many with whom he has required course in recent faculty and
leave from 1987-8- 8
kept in touch. Calhoun has written campus debates.
HaDoway College oflxrjdta Univer
He believes that the course, along
several books, including The United
sity.
Russians,"
with
the requirement of independent
Front: The TUC and The
He was also the chair of the math
importantparts ofa Wooster
study.are
reviews
and
numerous
as
1985
during
well
as
in
department
ematics
education.
which he played a role in the year- -
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edu-cao- on

of
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mid-196- 0s.

can concentrate fully on their studies," said Cohen.
Cohen has been a member of Campus Council, was president of the
Student Government Association,
served as
of the Voice and
was an editor of Year One magazine.
la addition, she was chosen topartici-pat- e
in Wooster! l eadership Seminar program during her junior year
when she had amenaxsbipwuh Frank
Sutherland editor of the Nashville
Tennessean.
Cohen credits the indepenksitstudy
graduation requirement for her success in being named a Congressional
Fellow.
"While I certainly think that my
campus leadership roles were factors.
I think independent study is what made
me stand out from the other candi-datfor the fellowship, said Cohen.
TS.dauu misted that lean do mean-ingfresearch successfully"
co-edit- or

--

fjvc-yejrfeitow-
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Correction

6pjn.-9p.n-

The April 22 article "Danrirg on McCrw lo Celebrate Earth Day" m inpeJVd
the name of the group la Onq.

For more information, call (216)

FOR SALE
Let Paul taiaticn electric gsaar, portable Crate
mbtlZxx. meal Gixaxnen pedal; almost l
Low. lorn price cfS165

Left-hand- ed

L
264-391- 1

or

1S00-OHSTAT-

E

SURVIVOR SUPPORT SYSTEM

G-1- 0

A group of faculty and staff who are available to confidentialr assist survivors of,
or those who know survivors of sexual assaul For assistance contact:

Call x 5642

MINI STORAGE

Brpcrfum
Downtown tc
215 W. Liberty. Wcosw
.

Collectibles
Leader Jewelry
Re-saboutique .

Antiques
le

Hygela

x2319

Kauka7

x2371

PamFrese

x2452
x2433
x2079
Wishart203
Rubbermaid Student Center x2576
x2217
Kauke 233

Rtz-Gibb-

CALL

on

Sheryl Horowitz
Kelly Coyte
Cameron Maneese
Mary Young

20-XE- XT

Sizes lo meet yoor needs
"Locations for your convcnifive
Prices lo meet your budget
Special rates with a
4 nn.ish payment

Nancy Anderson
Heather

Kauke 109
Kauke 8

Students mav also contact the CoHeoe counselors at x2319 or members of the
1 (emergencies),
clergy. To report an assault, contact the Wooster City Police at
i
3
or security at XZ590.
or
9-- 91

COLDWELLHAMCEX
MIX HStSHBStGBt REALTY.

INC

1 1

264-333-

,

.

.
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Leukemia complications 124th commencement exercises
take life ofstudent
Connor to deliver
presentation of "Anthony and

By SUSAN WITTSTOCK
Susan Watson 9S,

Cleopatra" last year and had previously worked on productions in the
Cleveland area.
Watson was a graduate of Hawken
School. Prior to coming to Wooster
last year, she attended bom Wesleyan
University in Connecticut and Cleveland State University for a year each
and had taken two years off to work.
Watson's illness began this past
summer and caused her to be unable
to continue attending classes
of the way trirou first semester. IXxaors had difficulty kkaitifying
the exact nature of her illness, other
than to identify it in December as a
form of leukemia.
Melissa Whigham 94, a close
friend of Watson's said. "She kept
saying over and over whenever we
talked about her being sick, Tm just
going to fight and death is not an
She wouldn't let herself
option.'
worry about things she had no control
over. She only worried about the
things she could control. It's too bad
more people didn't know her."
Jen Read 94 also stressedWatson's
deterrnination. "She had such an absolute detennination to survive whatever it was mat was going on and to
move beyond it. At no time did she
give anyone the impression that she
was tired or in pain. She was very
optimistkanddeterminedtowin. She
was so strong."
Memorial services were held at St
Paul's Episcopal Church in Cleveland Heights on Tuesday. Her family
requested, in lieu of flowers, that donations be made in Susan's name to
the College of Wooster Scholarship
Fund. Whigham and Read will be
planting a tree in Watson's honor on
campus. Anyone interested in mak
ing a donation should contact them.

of Cleveland

Hrightt, rtird at the age of24 this past
Saturday at University Hospitals in
Cleveland of completions arising
from leukemia. Watson was a political science andRussianstudies double
major who had plans to become a
lawyer.
History Professor Daniel Calhoun.
Watson'sadvisor for Junior LS., said.
"She was the kind of student that
makes a teacher want to teach. She
was bright, sensitive, imaginative and
wrote beautifully. She really took
chances with her writing. She was
"
'
gutsy."
Elena Sokol, Russian studies professor, taught Watson in four classes
last year arid served as her advisor as
well as a close friend; She said,
"Susan was an extremely vital, energetic person with a lot of outside
interests, very warm and compassion-

ate.

two-thir- ds

She was a very serious,

hardworking student, taking a very
heavy load. She always set up very
challenging tasks to perform. She is
one of the finest students I've ever had
in 20 years of teaching. She was an
incredibly fine human being and she'll
be missed very much by everyone
that was close her."
Watson was very interested in Russian history. She spent several summers at the University of Indiana
studying Russian. Watson was also

u

issues,
paraculary with the issue of abuse.
Her junior LS. project, analyzing
active with women's

women and men's letters in Russian
prison camps, would have axnbined
these interests. Outside of academics. Watson had
itterestmtedmkal theatre. She served
as the costume director for Wooster's

Summer Job Opportunity
University Pointers

NEWSSERVICES
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or (800)

0

879-265- 6

The 1994 Index Yearbook is here!
Please pick yxxn reserved copy up at the following times:
Friday, April 29, 1994

of Asia and theUnited States, to

Walter R. Connor, president and
director of the National Humanities
Center, will address the College's
124th commencement on Monday,
May 9. The commencement ceremony win be held in the College's
Oak Grove beginning at 10 ajn.
A former member of the faculty at
Princeton University, NJ Connor
was named to his present post in 1989.
He held the Andrew Fleming West
Professor ofClasskcrtair at Prmceton
Connor has been a
from 1978-8member of the Princeton Board of
Trustees since 1993. He is a member
of the Board of Visitors at the University of North Carolina at Asheville
and the Board of Directors of the
9.

National Humanities Alliance.
Connor has held several committee
chairmanships and administrative
positions with the American Philological Association and was president
of that organization from 1987-8Born in Worcester, Mass., in 1934,
Conner earned his bachelor of arts
degree from Hamilton College in 1956
and his doctorate from Princeton in
1961. He wasaFuIbrightFellowai
University College of Oxford Uni' A
versity in England in 1956-5member of Phi Beta Kappa, Connor
has been awarded Woodrow Wilson,
Danforth, ACLS and National Endowment for the Humanities fellowships. He is a fellow of the American
Academy of Arts and Sciences.
OnSunday,May8,theRev.Cynthia
A. Jams, associate pastor of Nassau
Presbyterian Church in Princeton,
9.
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EXCELLENT
EXTRA INCOME NOW!

Dependable

Ice-Crea- m

every week
ENVELOPE STUFF1NG-$600-$- 800
Free Details: SASEto
International Inc.
1375 Coney Island Ave.
Brooklyn, New York 11230

40-5- 0

Attention Seniors!
AsyouknoVtteendoftheye
the purchase of

rf

you are considering
In mind ...

a new computer, there are a lew thirds to keep

Saturday, April 30, 1994
fiom 1 1
pjxl & 5 pm-- 7 pjrj.
Outside of the Keys and LD.'s office

Pfiryhto to purchase a computer from
As of May 9. 1994 following commencement, yon am no lonrr
of vwxgfr that te not ntrrert v in stock.- That means, if vou would like to purchase a
p rvn
computer at this point, you may only order any lem that win be shipped wRWn tnree.weeks'lime.
If you would like to rrchase a proc
d
at time of order. '
tjie Item must be

Please bring your COW student ID. and your receipt

Please cal a sales representative at x22S2 to discuss shipment time of various computers.
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books

will be sold on Saturday for $30.

pre-pai-

And again, on graduation day (when mom and dad arrive!) you may purchase in stock Hems only.

Please donl hesitate to cal us, we look forward to hearing from you. , .
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Parlor in Putin-hoursweek, good
pay. housing available. Enjoy is
land life and a great summer job.
Contact Sally Stevens (419)
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- Startzman will receive a doctor of
science degree in recognition of her
vv
. steadfast integrity,
sion and compassion, and her deep
cximnumem to tre spiritual and physig
of others, especially
cal
Wooster's undergraduates. A native
ofCaktweuStartzrnangraduatedPhi
BeuKarjrjawimamajormchemistry
from Wooster in 1935. In 1956.
Startzman was named director of
heal services at Wooster. Until
her retirement in 1979,she shaped the
College's studenthealth service into a
model for residential colleges.
Takaki will receive a doctor of humanities degree in celebration of his
scholarly achievements which have
helped to define the boundaries of
.American history for contemporary
scholars. A native of Hawaii, Takaki
earned his bachelor of arts with a
iTiajarmhistoryfromWoosterinl961.
Takaki delivered a lecture to the
Wooster Forum in September 1990.
Bailey will receive the doctor of
humanities degree for his extraordinary commitment to undergraduate
teaching, his contributions to Great
Lakes Colleges Association, faculty
members and students and Jo their
understanding of Japan and his promotion of mutual understanding between Japan and the United States.
tenure at Earlham
During his
College, Bailey has developed a wide
range of innovative and influential
programs to improve intercultural
understanding between Japan and the
United States.
broad-rangi-

Honorary degrees
to be awarded
Thechairmanof oneof the nation's
major philanthropic foundations, a
disr pioneering pediatrician and two
tinguishededucators wiU receive honorary degrees during the commence-meexercises on Monday, May 9.
The honorary degree recipients are
HenryLuceHI,crairmanoftheboard
and chief executive officer of the
Henry Luce Foundation; Dr. Viola
Virginia Startzman, director of
health services at the College for
23 years;RonakiT.Takaki,a Wooster
graduate currently professor of ethnic
studies at the University of California
at Berkeley; and Jackson Holbrook
Bailey, the retiring Landrum R.
Boiling professor of social sciences at
Earlham College, Richmond, Ind.
; - Luce will be: awarded a doctor of
- laws degree for his exemplary leader- ship of the foundation and its influential contributions to expanding the
boundaries of cultural understanding
andfor his cfcvcKed service to Wooster
as a trustee since 1968. Under his
leadership, the Henry Luce Foundation has become one of America's
piemierphilanthropic institutions and
has maderemaikablecontributions to

intel-lectualexpkxa-

in U.higher education, to trie fine and decorative arts,
to theological education, and to opportunities far women in science.

nn.m

Can Today
JohnRet2loffat(216)287-315-

UieurKkrstandrng between the peoples

baccalaureate ceremony in McGaw
Chapel at 10:30 am
- .A 1971 graduate of Derrison University, Jarvis earned her master of
divinity degree from Vanderbilt
1974. She
was assistam minister at Westminster
Presbyterian Church in Wooster during the late 1970s. She has served on
the faculty of the McCormick Theological Institute in Chicago.
Uni-.versity.Nashville.Te-

Bay.

"Good hours

FuU tinxvPart time

address

NJ., will deliver the sermon at the

.

ett
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Wooster Insight
Summer room draw concerns
Clearly the summer room draw system is in need of revision. This year
ffiyVnft received a carnpuswide mailing indicating that those intending to
reside at the College during summer months should sign up on Monday, April
25 .for a room draw number. Hie earliest time indicated on the flyer was 9 ajn,
The sign-c-p sheet for room draw numbers was actually posted at 730 ajn.
Furthermore, someone left the door jammed open to the room in which the list
is kept, allowing some students lo sign up as early as 4 am. No disciplinary
tti irVn rt whn tigrvrf iip hrfnrr thf. Iia wa
ta'yr
frrr ta"1
nature of this sign-u-p process, many students fell
Because of the
compelled to skip their morning class in order to get on the summer housing
La as soon as possible.
Both problems with the current summer room draw system could be easily
eliminated. FtlcttaysyBemtacbuteaBtftotekcitocad
Second, the rest of the
inrabenfariegnlanoarackawsbou
room selection process could be acbecbledio take place during the weekend,
so as not lo conflict in any way with scheduled classes. Such alterations would
make the room draw process both more Cur and nxxecccytnkaforsajdents.

pn3l

cut-thro-
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Publications should be recognized

-

Has week sees ibe puMication of The GWSWoossjcciTjaltf the fine
absence is evidenced
arts, the Index, whoae welcome return after a four-yewith Testing Impressions" and Tar One, a collection of works solefy by first-yestudents. The firsts of (he labors of the staff of this paper are seen weekly
throughout the academic year, but it is important to recognize that those
responsible for these other publications have also been working diligently as
well, behind the scenes, throughout the entire year. The resubsof their efforts
exhibit the creativity and expressiveness of otrfdtowstudeatid should be
kJenciled as such. The Voice editorial board would like to commend all those
'
involved in these endeavors for their hard work and dedication.
ar
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Lax attitudes on environment criticized
Writer claims Bielski demeans recycling education
Aah, writing lo the Voice lo complain about an editorial it is the feelgood equivalent to tying George
Bush's shoelaces together and watching liim faQ on Don Quay le as he steps
away from the podium. That is
d
prac-tias sweet as the
of recycling or giving money lo
beggars.
First to Mr. Pease and the hoopla
about the ozone. I wonder who really
cares just how bad it really is? I would
rather work to stop a potential prob-lethan wait until the ozone is completely gone and we find out that
al-m- ost

feel-goo-

nlMiaablMpaOoaaattte
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3

those doomsday scientists were right
Tell me, Thomas Pease, if the opportunity is there solve this, whether a
real problem or not, wouldn't you
rather solve it than wait until skin
cancer is the leading cause of death .
around the world? Or shall we remain
ignorant and through inaction merely
hope that 200 years from now the
doomsayers will be proven wrong?
Now, the bulk of this h in response
lo Stefan Bielski's "Earth Day
about the pettiness of recycling
and the problems of "mainstream
les-son-

'

First,he seems to say implicitly that
the College should' ve dropped the
recycling program in favor of going
with RC Miller and their new plant in
Canton, saying that indicators of involvement, volunteerism and concern
were misguided.
I don't think so. The argument
made against going with the newplant
did have something to do with concerns about the plant's recycling abilities paper and cxjlored glass, two of
the College's largest recycled materi- -

s"

.

.

please see RECYCLE, page 5
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Speak Your Mmo

Responses compiled by NAT MISSDLDINE
Photos by CHERYL BECKER

What are your plans for the summer?

--

" "S

JENNIE PARK 96

'

I'm going to a city, probably Boston,
wiffi some frkaxls and getting an apart-me- nt
and hopefully a job.

"v
.

-

J.

4

JOE WAGGONER 94
Make some money, relax, enjoy my
degree and worry about the future.

xs-S-

;

i

f

f--

TUCKER BETHEM "94
I will be working with an environmental organization in Clevelandand
perfecting my already perfect golf
o:-- "
swing.
v.

- -

:-

-

....

'

V

"
.

V
--

rm

JQNPETnBONE95

be doing research in
psychology in the University of
South Carolina.
going

10

JOHN PARSONS '94
rmwcikingonasailboat on the coast
of Maine.

Will we become spineless
intellectuals?
Lowry's wisdom sM offers guidance
As this trpfcmir. year comes to a close, we have been reflecting upon our
time spent at the CoDegc and the purpose of our educational experience at
Wooster. WcaskedthefcJkywingqaestkxisofoursdvtt
What is the goal
to the student body: Whatdcesabachelorsdegreercpresent?
of higher education? For what reasons did we attend a liberal arts college?
Com iMwm m these ntiestirvM and mm have
been inspired by the content of College Talks, a
KATHLEEN KELBANE
compilation of President Howard F. Lowry's
and
speeches from 1944 to 1967.
DARIA STEFANIUK
Many of us probably came to Wooster be--- cause of our own great expectations m uic as
well as those from family and peers. Certainly one of the primary reasons was
to acquire skills to benefit us in our careers. Indeed, the privilege of devoting
ourselves to four years in pursuit of higher education has allowed us time to
develop our own opinions and challenge the ideas and reasonings of other
people.
Beyond our individual reasons, it is important to recognize that with
knowledge comes the responsibility and ability to do great things as members
of society. We n internalize weducatkMtode
ing of tow we are aH interdependent and direct
This understanding should give usasense of purpose as
active learners committed to applying the knowtedge we have accumulated to
wAnTyfiw. The "real world" needs acnVe educated citizens.
mtellec-fnn- fr
"The aim of education is to produce good nmxis, but not spineless
humanity,
not
with
kknufymg
Dnr leaning here lays the foundation for
givw
it
abandoning it. Beyond the accumulatxm efface
to choose the causes that we wffl fight for. Objectivity should not blind us or
keep ts fiom attaching our loyalties to the causes we believe in.
socially-conscientiou-

s,

PresklettLcsuggestsaconunitme

interest.

t"""--

"rrflegtive rrTmmimvnt. especially now, when our

taskbnc orrery tosurwsome think, butotry to
out of the weahh of things we have something more than the desm; for nxw
things." Ms easier to build abuffer zone mat detaches us frcm the problems
Therefore,
rfiuipoverishedcondiaaisctfsiderf
in order to be truly committed to the benefit of society asawbole, we must be
wflling to contribute to k. Our degree should represent our connitment to
iniplcrnenring the ideas that we have encoaaeredm the search for scJuoons to
the problems inherent in humanity.
,
As educated citizens with a desire for paiticq?ating m the struggle agamst
ignorance and apiimetic views, we must be
society Citizens with the capacity to influence and moovate the populace
should feel accountable for the welfare of others. The final questions remain:
Hwdoyouwarttopartiripafc? Wnatdoyouexpectfrom yourself? Win you
km me mssive nMioritv or the active minority? The choice is up to you.
Kathleen Kilbane is a stag writer for the Voice.
DariaStefaniuk is a senior

x

KEVIN HUNT 97
'

j

i

I'm going to be working construction

I

j

I'm working, golfing and playing
volleyball.

GARYVICK,96

fM.
v

V'

r

v;

-

-

-

.

withmy uncle and digging graves and
working on the best possible tan I can

-

CLINT THAYER 96
Running through thebayou andcatch- -

ingfiogs.

get

J"

Letters
Recycle
continued from page 4
als. If theplanthandlespaperthrough
aseparate program, this, tomy knowl-edg- e,
was not mentioned at the panel
diyi'gqfTfi Even so, whether theplant
can calm our concerns on its ability or
int, the education part of the program
is a truly important aspect, however
much Bielslri demeans it
I personally dislike any lack of effort to recycle, especially at a college
with such an extensive recycling program. The laziness, as evidenced by
my hallmates every year, is ridiculous. S tudents with bicycles, softball
bats, frisbecs, basketballs and tennis
rackets can't take an extra couple of
steps to putmaterials in recycling bins
rather than trash cans? Sounds somewhat hypocritical to me.
Then there are those who are either
passive or vehemently against the
green movement. Even so, I find it
stupid not to recycle now while it's

available. Also, when one is not sure
whether something is recyclable or
not, he or she could throw it in the
recycling bin anyway. I'm sure the
volunteers can make the decision and
or inform us of what is recyclable.
Is recycling reaUy going to save the
Earth? By itself, absolutely not. But
who cares? ft is part of a cumulative
educational process that gets people
d
involved, however merely
it is, to the point that they might actually become more concerned and involved in the bigger issues. It can be
analogous to the fact that no one is
born knowing nuclearphysics or even
merely how to add.
Learning such information is cumulative, beginning with being able
to talk, read and comprehend what
they see and hear. Also, we can look
to the ideal that if everyone on earth
recycled, just as now aboutS.6 billion
people consume and dispose at will,
perhaps recycling will have a major
feel-goo-

effect and be part of an
program.

earth-savi-

ng

.

.

Alyes,environnientalismisjust

so accepted, so mainstream that there
are hundreds of groups like the Sa- nam uuo ana noooyaa iu wmuMt
companies fighting against the green
movement and too often winning,
whether through violence or politics.
:
Also: yes, reusing would be even
better than recycling, but how can
iwviU am otwit micinff uhm we
can use paper cups and plates, plastic
forks and spoons, disposable diapers
and razors, and an economy dependent on oil and steel, where cars die
after seven years or 70 JOOO miles and
millions of gallons of gas?
Whether it's recycling, reusing or
reducing in the first place (the best
idea of them all), it still takes education, and robbing students of such an
opportunity should not be allowed.
.

MICHAEL GISINGER "95

Editors thank all it
Index resurrection
hiatus, the
Following a four-yeIndex has returned! The 1994 yearbook would not have been possible
without you, as astudent, faculty member, staff neniber or am other member of the campus community, participating.
Your patience, cooperation and
understanding has been immense and
itistrulyappreciated. We,as the staff,
can only hope that this wonderful
relationship continues for years to
come as the Index once again becomes a Wooster tradition.
Wewould also like to publicly thank
ar

those who have supported the reinstatement of the Index from the day
the idea was seriously considered in
1992: Dr. R. Stanton Hales, Denise
Monbarren. John Plummer. Dan

Qxtle,DebShostak,BobRodda,the
PublicatknsCommitteeandofcoufse.
all who completed the surveys lastfall
which allowed us to pursue our idea
and make it a reality.
In addition, we would like to thank
each one of you who purchased your
own copy of the 1994 Index. Moreover, we would like to thank the 1994
Index staff for their hard work and

dedication. There would not be a
yearbook wither them.
We are indeed privileged to have
worked with such an outstanding
group of individuals.
Once again, thank you for helping
us reinstate the Index and helping to
preserve the memories of the 1993-19academic year at the College of
Wooster.
94

ERIN G. CROSS 95

ELBE M. BATES 95
(in absentia)
1994 Index editors in chief
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The Judicial System

1992-9- 3,

The fcJtowmg

-

ApfttT9,94

1993-9- 4

a a brief explanation of The College of Woosier Judicial System, and a sumrnary of the cases adjotl

Qjrgf&'HeariBgs

Ar7ffNftfyrirTKarrTlfT"TTTy my
staff.

vrWyffltitnxVr"bcterq"fyby

Ainanberc6ercsiderrhaaiaidM'ss

Students can choose the option of having the case
of the Jtidaal Board chair. Any mdividual who is alleged to have violated
Appeals of hearing officer
resolved and a sanction imposed by the hearing officer: The hearing officer reserves the right lo refuse a case and refer k back to the Judicial Board char
Appeals of Judicial Board or Dean's Hearing Board cases are heard by the president of the
cases are heard by the dean of students and adtosses cases involving the Code cSoc
College,
Membership oftfcc Hearing Boards
The Judkaal Board is composed of students, faculty sol stafL The voting

Pffrm Mn". Prf TV--

twr rSr

menutf

nri

chair
jiiriai
4 5riTyTt"'TW
Judicial Board and on fee Dean's Hearing Boards wereTim Clark. MichadGass,GaryGi
and alienate FiVra Morrow. Hoyie Wilbehn and Bob Rodda were chain of the Dean's Hearing Board.
Matiirn.

,

L-nm- frr

fwrmin. The student secretary was Don Waller. The faculty rnemben serving on the

Hearmgcrjunselcn assist the accused srjd

Council also appoint! sbistacfemu
and accuser ferajhort fee
Nuacrwan, Cam Johnson and CoCieJh Clarke,

aadkato

Faculty members on fee Board are appointed by the Graninees and staff rnemben arc ap

Summary ofjudicial system cases
Semester
A&ged Code VktatffooCs)

HearhtgTjpc

hazing is
:
IMoing any factor coercing another.
including the victan, to do any act of
nr .
lniririra in any nV
nization feat causes or creates a substantial risk of causing mental or
Haz-in- g
physical harm to any person
is also a violation of the College's
Code of Social Responsibility, and
fee College will consider hazing to be
any portion of fee pledging andor
any iniimitoirw process, whether on
campus or off, which could cause
diyornfixt fright, disgrace, or
which is personally degradmgregard-les- s
of the intent or end result.

Dean's Hearing Board

1) Section X, Hazing: "hazing is
'doing any act or coercing another,
including fee victim, to do any act of
inii iationtoany st udnsor other
that causes or o tales a
risk of causing, nvntal or
Haz
physical harm to any person
sag is also a violation of the College's
Cgdc-- of Social Responsibility, and
rjheCcJkge wiS conder hazing tobe
any portion of the pledging andAr
ariymtirnidafifit process, whether on
campus or off, which could cause
fright, diime,
or
rfisrnnfiii
which is personally degrafingregard-les- s
of the intent or end result."

Dean's Hearing Board

Iaddcat Description

Hearing Date

to iam

Feb?10H9SS

wwaegd!y4al-3actXi-Hzzing1

-

m
-

--

-----

Feb. 19. 1993

-

ing which feeinemberstos&'ncied
pledges to pnrtare man activity
i that jntfrnidated other memtiers
of fee community.

11,1992-9- 3

Hearbg Outcome

'

.

1) Section X: The Board accepted
the accused's plea of not guihy.

rrrtt j

The accused were allegedly involved in hazing activities during pledging week in which fee
pledges dressed kt ski masks and
iDDzuidfltcd others

.

orga-nfrari-on
sub-tranr-

'.

ml

.

.

1) Section X: The Board accepted
the accused's plea of not guilty.

Sa net 1op(s)

n

April

&f&94
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Hcai Ing Date

Inddcot DcscriptkM

Alleged Code

Feb. 23. 1993

The accused were allegedly in
volved in hazing activities during pledging week in which one
of the pledges was verbally

1) Section I. Part B: "The College
expects that in all relationships with
each cher,studems will be guided by
a mutual concern for each other's
feelings, integrity and need to live in
ic
an environment conducive to
achievement"

-

Violation)

Sanction)

Hearing Type

Hearing Outcome

Dean's Hearing Board

1) Section X: The Board accepted
the accused's plea of not guilty.

aca-dem-

2) Section DC, Part A: "Because the
College places a high value on the
sanctity of the individual, it will not
tolerate behavior which in any way
undenmne the enxxicDaU physical or
ethical integrity of any member of its
community. Such proscribed behavior includes but is not limited to ha--

2) Section K, Part A: The Board
accepted the accused's plea of not
guilty.

3) Section X, Hazing: "sharing is
'doing any act or coercing another,
including the victim, to do any act of
initiation to any student or other
that causes or creates a substantial risk of causing mental or
physical harm toany person' Hazing is alsoavklation of the College's
Code of Social Responsibility, and
the CoDege win cccsida hazing tobe
any portion of the pledging andor
any intimidation process, whether on
campus or off, which could cause
night, disgrace, or
discomfort
which is personally degradirigregard-les- s
of the intent or end result''

3) Section X: The Board accepted
the accused's plea of not guilty.

orga-mzat- kn

The accused allegedly priysically
assaulted another student

1) Section I, Part B: "The College

Dean's Hearing Board

expects that in all relationships wim
each other.students will be guided by
a mutual concern for each other's
feelings, integrity and need to live in
an environment conducive to academic achievement

1) The accused was required to
of apology KKthw

1) Section I, Part B: The Board
rejected the accused's

pkofwwirkuer
'enandnJimahimguuRvir?
M8y

May 6, 1993

3"-actaerbyocianSatunJay,-

l

.

8.1993.

2) The accused was required to
perform three hours of commu- : riity service by no later than 5pjn.
2) Section DC, Part A: The Board on Sunday. May 9. 1993.
rejected the accused's plea of not
3)Theaccusedwasrecominended
guilty and found him guilty.
to consider participating in counseling regarding anger
.

2) Section DC, Part A: "Because the
College places a high value on the
sanctity of the individual, it will not
tolerate behavior which in any way
undermine the emotional, physical or
ethical integrity of any member of its
community. Such proscribed behav-iincludes but is not limited to ha- -,
rasynant, jntimiriatinn, threats "
or

May 6, 1993

May 6. 1993

The accused appealed a decision
rendered by a professor regarding allegations of copying another student's work on the take
home portion of an exam.

The accused were allegedly in
volved in a verbal altercation
with another student in which
the accused caDed another student profane names.

1) Section I: "Under the Code

of

Dean's Hearing Board

Academic Integrity, a student will
not knowmgry represent the work of
othm as hisher own: This includes,
but is not limited to plagiarism

Section I, Part B: The
College expects that in all relationships with each other, students win be guided by a mutual
concern for each other's
andneed to rdvem
an environment conducive to
academic achievement.''
1)

fcel-mgs,integ-

1) Section k The Board rejected
trie accused's plea of not guilty and

found him guilty.

Dean's Hearing Board

1) Section I, Part B: The Board

rejected the accused's plea of not
guilty and found them guilty.

rity

2) Section DC, Part A: "Because
the College places a high value
on the sanctity of the individual,

kwiSnotiofaaieberavkrwrjch
nrKfamine the emotional, or
ethical integrity of any member
of its community.

2) Section DC, Part A: The Board
accepted the accused's plea of not
guilty.

1) The accused received a grade
portion of
of"F"OT the take-hthe final exam.
on

1) The accused was required to
write a letter of apology to the
accuser prior to departure from
campus.

Page 8
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Iaddent Description

Heariag Date

Alleged Code

Hearing Type

Violation)

The accused allegedlyphysically
assaulted another student while
at a party;

1) Section I, Part A: The College
expects that integrity and
wiU be demonstrated by one's own
conunitment to responsible personal

Dean's Hearing Board

self-respe- ct

1) Section I, Part A: The Board
rejected the accused's plea of not
guilty and found him guilty.

behavior..'
2) Section I, Part B: The College
expects that mall relationship!! with
each other, students will be guided by
a mutual concern for each other's
feelings, integrity and need lo live in
an environment conducive to academic achievement The College
believes that such concern requires
sensitivity and a sense of responsfcfl-it-y
in all relationships within the community.'

2) Section I. Part B: The Board
rejected the accused's plea of not
guilty and found him guilty.

3) Section DC, Part A: "Because the
College places a high value on the
sanctity of the individual, it wiU not
tolerate behavior which undermine
the emotional, physical integrity of
arrinernbertf itscoamnmity. Such
prescribed behavior includes but is
not limittd to harassment, intimida-tio- n
and the use of physical force."

3) Section DC, Part A: The Board
rejected the accused's plea of not
guDry and found him guilty.

,
.

,

--

"

J. U

lx.

1) The accused was placed on

reccroidi3cirju

probation for
the 1993-9- 4 academic year. Asa
result, the accused is not permitted to participate in any extracurricular activities.
2) The accused is to be removed
from campus, except for classes
and library pivileges.fbrthe 1993-9-4
academic year.
3) The accused is required to
participate in a counseling program with a member of the College of Wooster counseling staff.
These sessions are to continued
until euher the counselor decides
it is appropriate to terminate them
or the accused graduates,

4) The accused is required to pay

-

l

Sanction)

3) Section DC. Part B: The Board
accepted the accused's plea of not
guilty.

3) Section DC, Part B: This expectation holds true in afteractions among
the races. Racial intolerance is antithetical to the values of an academic
institution, and the College win not
tolerate acts based upon racial bigotry. There is a range of men behavior which includes but is rot limited
kx useof racial slurs or epitaphs."

May 7. 1993

Hearing Outcome

restitution for medical expenses
which are not covered by the
accuser's medical insurance. Payment will be for costs which are
directly related to this incident
and which are incurred through
Jan. 30, 1994. Expenses must be
paid within 30 days of receipt of
documentation. Payment will be
arranged throught the associate
dean of students.

-

5) Item 2 may be suspended by
the dean of students at the end of
Semester I of the 1993-9- 4 academic year, upon the recommendation of the counselor.

May 10.1993
-

The accused aprjealedtdetision
renewed by a professor regarding allegations of plagiarism.

1) Section I: "Under the Code of

Academic Integrity, a student
win not: knowmgry represent
the work of others as hisher
own: This includes, but is not
limited to plagiarism "

Dean's Hearing Board

1) Section

t The Board rejected

the accused's appeal of the
professor's decision andforadhim
guilty.

1) The accused was given an "F
for the entire course.

April 29, 1994
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The following is a summary of the cases adjudicated during Semester I of the

Membership of the Hearing Boards

1993-9- 4

a

T

-

TheJudicial Board is composed of students, faculty andstaff. The voting studemmembofneBoardfo
Wolfgang, Shannon Kincakl,
Rebecca Sanders, Danid Turner, Jill
Lynn Wliipkey and Julkial Board Chair Rebecca Mullin. The student bearing counselors are FarzaanNusserwanjUC
Melissa Rager.JohnMcClaren and Ed Spilzmiller. The student secretaries are Don Walter and Jeremy Seeds. The faculty members serving on the Judicial Board and on Dean's Hearing Boards this
Board rnembers for Dean's Hearing
vear are Thomas Wood, Marty RarrisburgandSteveGodek. Administrative staff members ftirtheyearareRachadReiser.KarenFisheran
basis and include members of the dean of students' staff along with faculty members who serve on the Judicial Board.
Board cases are selected by the dean of students on a

Cho,

case-by-ca-

se

Council also appoints six students as hearing counselors. Hearing counselors assist the accused and accuser with understanding the judicial process and serve as a support person for the accused
;
and accuser throughout the adjudication of higher case.
Faculty members on the Board are appointed by the Committee on Committees and staff members are appointed by the president of the College.

-

Summary ofjudicial system cases
Semester 1, 199394
Hearing Date

Incident Descriptioa

Alleged Code VioIations)

Oct 14,

The accused were allegedly in
volved in the shoodngofacusto-dia- l
worker with a B.B. gun.

1) Section V.Part

1993

l,The possession

Hearing Type

Hearing Outcome

Sanction(s)

Judicial Board

1) Section V Part 1: The Board

1) The accused were required to
write a letter of apok y 10 the
accuser.

of firearms on campus is prohibited.''

accepted the accused's pleas of
guilty.

2) Section DC, Part A, "Because the
College places a high value on the
sanctity of the indivklual, it will not
tolerate behavior which in any way
undermines the emotional, physical
or ethical integrity of any member of
its community. Such proscribed behavior includes but is not limited to
harawmmt, inrimiriatinn

2) Section DC, Part A: The Board
accepted the accused's pleas of
guilty.

2) The accused were required to
pay restitution for any costs incurred for treatment immediately
following and directly related to
any injuries.
3) The accused were placed on
conduct probation for the duration of the semester as well as the
next semester.
4) The accused were required to
have a meeting with the Wooster

Pc4kDeparmKregarding

fire-

arm education.
5) The accused were required to
report on the
write a five-paaforesiad educational program.
ge

6) The firearm must be removed
from campus immediately.

Nov. 2, 1993

Ttieaccused allegedly physically
and verbally harassed another
student.

-1) Section DC, Part A, Because the

Judicial Board

College places a high value on the
sanctity of the individual, it will not

1) Section DC, Part A: The Board
accepted the accused's pleas of
guilty.

tolerate behavior which in any way
undermines the emotional, physical
or ethical integrity of any member of
its community. Such prescribed behavior includes but is not limited to
harassment, intimidation "

la) The accused will remain on
recordeddiscrplinaryprobatMnfar

the rest of Aeir time at the College
of Wooster. Also, they are not
permitted to enter any College
housing for purposes other than
reasons.
academic or
job-relat- ed

lb) Tbe accused was forbidden to
enter Stevenson HaD.
2) The accused was required to
participate in professional coun-seliwith a member of the staff
atHygeiawhichwincontinueuntil
graduation.
3) The accused was required to
write a letter of apology to the
accuser within two weeks.

ng

4) Trie accused rnay not live in the
College housing after Dec 18.
1993.

Dec 8, 1993

The accused allegedly violated
Section XV. Part D.2.

1) Section XV. Part

D2:

If a sanc-

tion is violated the individual shall be
subjected to a rehearing by the same
judicial body which previously heard
the case- -

Judicial Board

l)SectkXV.PartD2: The Board
accepted the accused's plea of not
guilty. However, the accused must
make full payment to the accuser
by Feb. 23. 1994.

;
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Dal

Descripdoa ofladdeBt

Disposition

Oct 6. 1993

Decl.1993

Alcohol rotation 1
Alcohd violation 1
Alcohol violation 1
Alcohol violation 1
Alcohol violation 1
Alcohol rolaoonl
Akxtri violation 1
Alcohol violation 1
Alcohol violation 1
Alcohol violation 1
Alcohol violation 1
Alcohol violation 1
Alcohol violatioo 1 and (fisnqtwe behavior
Alcolri violation 1 and hitting candy machine
Alcohol violation 1 and Marijuana suspected
Alcohol violatioo 1 and Marijuana suspected
Alcohol violation 1. Extreme intoxication
Alcohol violation 1 and hitting candy machine (no damage)
Alcohol violation 2. Altercation

Spoke with staff member who issued ticket
Spoke with staff member who issued ticket
Spoke with staff member who issued ticket
Spoke with staff member who issued ticket
Spoke with staff member who issued ticket
Spoke with staff member who issued ticket
Spoke with staff member who issued ticket
Spoke with staff member who issued ticket
Spoke with staff member who issued ticket
Spoke wim staff member who issued ticket
Spoke with staff member who issued ticket
Spoke with staff member who issued ticket
Spoke wim staff member who issued ticket
Meeting wim the director of residential life
Referred to Chemical Awareness Program
Referred to Chemical Awareness Program
Referred to Chemical Awareness Program
Meeting with the director of residential life
Meeting with the direcior of residential fife. Informally itscived between students

Oct 3. 1993
Decl.1993

Altercation
Altercation

Oct. 2a 1993

Oct 23. 1993
Oct 30. 1993
Oct 30. 1993
Oct 31. 1993
Nor. 3. 1993

No. 5. 1993
Nor. 14. 1993
Nor. 18. 1993
Dec 10,1993
Dec 10.1993
Dec 9. 1993
Nor. 2U 1993
Nor. 1,1993
Nor. 1.1993

'

,
.

Oct 10. 1993
Nor.22.1993

Oct 8. 1993
Oct 20. 1993
Nor. 7. 1993
Dec 5. 1993
Dec 3, 1993
Dec 9. 1993

Dec 12.

,

--

1993

Ancao equipment vinianrn

sptT9rram
Sept 19. 1993

a
3

Ksre

Meeting wiA the carector of rrskiential life. Agreed
Meeting wim the director of residential life

'

Audio equipment violation
Aodio equipment violation
AncSo equipment violation
Audio equipment violation
Audio erpunrneni violation
Andio mHsHt violation
- Aadio equipment violation

Oct 22, 1993
Oct 24. 1993

-

-

m

' Spoke with staff member who issued ticket

1

Spoke with staff member
Spoke with staff member
Spoke wim staff member
Spoke wiih staff member
Spoke with staff member
Spoke with staff member
'
Spoke with staff member

1
1
1
1

1

l

w

--

tiaVicr in tlartfccErgrtund

future conflict

Spoke with staff member who issued ticket

J.'

1

losrad

-

Disruptive behavior in The Undagiuuud
'
' a
, k Drag violation r

"

r0

who issued
who issued
who issued
who issued
who issued
who issued
who issued

ticket
ticket
ticket
ticket
ticket
ticket
ticket

-

:

Meeting wim'the director rfresidential life. Letter of apology. Underground prrvilegecn probation
of apology

' Meeting with the duecior of residential life. Letter

-

--

Nov. 19. 1993

Referred to Chemical Awareness Program

March 14. 1993
Sept 19. 1993

Failure to complete agreed opon cxnscqaence
Failure to complete agreed upon consequence

Hours increased to 13
Community service hours doubled

Sept 2a 1993
Sept 2a 1993

Firearm violation, person shot by B.B. gun
Firearm violation, pa1 son shot by B.B. gun

Referred to the third level of judicial process
Referred to the third level of judicial process

Sept 17. 1993

Noise violation 1
Ndse violation 1
Noise violation 1
Noise violation 1
Noise violation 1
Noise violation 1
Noise violation 1
Noise violation 1
Noise violation 1
Noise violation 1
Noise violation 1
Noise violation 1
Noise violation 1
Noise violation 1
Noise violation 1
Noise violation 1
Noise violation 1
Noise violation 1
Nose violation 1
Noise violation 1
violation 1

Spoke with staff member who issued ticket
Spoke with staff member who issued ticket
Spoke wim staff member who issued ticket
Spoke with staff member who issued ticket
Spoke with staff member who issued ticket
Spoke wim staff member who issued ticket
Spoke wim staff member who issued ticket
Spoke with staff member who issued ticket
Spoke with staff member who issued ticket
Spoke with staff member who issued ticket
Spoke with staff member who issued ticket
Spoke with staff member who issued ticket
Spoke with staff member who issued ticket
Spoke with staff member who itsued ticket
Spoke with staff member who issued ticket
Spoke with staff member who ii wini ticket
Spoke with staff member who issued ticket
Spoke with staff member who issued ticket
Spoke with staff member who issued ticket
Spoke with staff member who issued ticket
Spoke with staff member who issued nckes.

Sept 17. 1993
Sept 18. 1993
Sept 18. 1993
Sept 24. 1993

Sept 24.

1993

Sept 24, 1993
Sept 24. 1993
Sept 26. 1993

Oct 6. 1993
Oct 6. 1993
Oct ia 1993
Oct 31. 1993

ia 1993
Nor.iai9P3.
Nor. ia 1993
Nor.

Dec 9. 1993
Dec 12. 1993
Dec 14. 1993
Dec 14. 1993
Dec 17. 1993

--

.

-

Mbfonm&cmiA Ms teaion provided by the JmSdai Beard
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Seniors' last thoughts on Wooster before graduation
Qryy gain, wftiV m irvting my nwn
bQsness,myeditonaccostBdmewith
yet mother feature article. But I like
writing, so again I consented They
thought it would be nice to do a story
on seniors: whatthey'dbedoingafter
graa'uaDon.wriatflhadbeenliketDbe
a senior here at good ol Woo. You
know. No problem, I thought to myself, rd just make op a couple of
surveys, send them oat, and the article
should take care of itself.
Anyway, I made up these surveys
to send out 25 ID be exact. I got a
rtasorubU vncaatteck. OK, I got
six. I only got six people 10 El out one
of these things. But hey, I figured that
six surveys should make an article, or
at least come close.
I was interested in what seniors
thought about their Wooster education

nSpSSwsS

Lerch began her
study with an interest mvio-lenc- e
in the media and how it affects
a teenage audience.
After she and Korba had discussed
several ways to target a young age
group for a quantitative study on the
subject, they heard about a gun
buyback mCknana, Neb. For the next
several weeks, Lerch contacted police departments in various cities
where gun buybacks had been
and compiled information
on the organization process.
When Wooster Mayor J. Oyde
Breneman endcrsedLercfa'sbuyback
project, her project became quite a
inde-pende-

nt

or-chestr- ated

se-nio-

I

I

a

rs

seniors.
These seniors were split down the
middle in terms of who picked up the

?

:
-

..-.-

v-v-

t::.

-

V

i

was a little perplexed to see that
exactly half of the seaionlpolled had

s

Population:
year 2537

topic of conversation among prominent members of the community.
"Mayor Breneman literally said
'Let's not sock our heads in me sand;

Whuenstoflier classmates spent

.

By JENNIFER SCHUPSKA

let'sseewhatsoutthere."saidLerclL
"He wasn't worried about Wooster
being labeled as a dangerous place."
Lerch contacted educators and
raised srxnsorshipfrcra Wooster businesses. She arranged for Horace
Small, a police officer and commu-nit- y
activiafrom Philadelphia.
apt eatntation at the local high school
and distribute materials to the students. Some local gun experts and
National Rifle Association members
agreed to volunteer their servjcea.
The buyback took place on April 9
atthreelocalparJESwheregunexperts
were posted to collect guns and
Wooster students volunteered to distribute the $50 worth of "Wooster
Bucks," gift certificates that can be
redeemed at most Wooster stores, to
anyone under 18 who turned m a
handgun. Airyleenagerwhotnrnedin
a gun was also asked to complete
Letch's survey for $15 in cash. Korba said that it would be misleading to measure the success of
Letch's project by the one gun that
was turned in. don't see any losses
coming cot of this," he said. "With a
project like this you empower
to understand what they can do
10 get the hallways back. Youencour-ag- e
awareness and discussion. And
(frTTVTngfHrt' thai thi fa huyhflck)

1

stu-de- nts

y!

.

Ofthesixsenhrslpomattsixhave

handliakfact,jiKlgmgrrommysix

NEWS SERVICES

com-imaikati- on.

--

1

edu-cati- on

Under the advisement of Rod
Korba, an assistant professor of

er

-

of

lfytnfiihfirmmn.

g

ar

'

a

.'.''

participated in filling the Kauke Arch it would be." OK. so maybe the
with snow. I was convinced that this wording of mis question wasn't fair,
have
was a grand old Wooster tradition. but from what I as a first-yeThe way people talked, it sounded seen, like my friends not leaving their
rooms for days at a time and that
like almost a reqjioement for gradualook in their eyes from
tion. But I guess it's all relative. To glazed-ov'
in the library, I was
time
much
their
too
in
snow
only
people
some
it's
way.butto the rest of us, it's a chance 'convinced that LS. had to be heUV
' Maybe I was wrong.
to miss a whole day of classes.
Four of the six people I polled
Besides that arch, I
wanted to know what stated thatLS. was not that bad. In
fact, one senior took study breaks to
people did that they'll remember. What stood out watch "Mr. Belvedere" during the
in their minds about this time he worked on LS. Now, does
stress" take
but it place? I wanted them to someone under "intenseBelvedere"?
'
bare their hearts and souls tinw cut to watch "Mr.
beOh, one more side note to add
tome.
One senior was ex- -' fore I conclude: I also asked these
tremely proud that she seniors if mey were drunk at the LS.
was able to carry a keg all party. As Comer Pile would say,'
the way from Wagner to Holden, as a "sundae, surprise, surprisePfive out
first year. Another was amazed at of the six said they werewasted. Iam
how friendly everyone was. She said happy, though, that no one checked
she YeU accepted right away. It was the "don't remember" box on my
like I had a family away from home." survey.
But mafl seriousness, making it to
One senior's best memory was the
senior
status is an accornplishroent
Kappa
into
admitted
night he was
Thesepeoplearetobecxxigratulated,
Chi.
Ofcoursejhad to inquire about the not ridiculed. I also realize that six y
people does not make a representainfamous subject of Independent
tive poll ButI tried to rerjreserit these
a
leave
had
I.S.
Surely
to
Study.
lasting impression on seniors. I can't peoplewho hrashapedourcatrrpus
see how 100 pages of anything potst: far fbor years and for beueYor for
Wy couldn't So.Inextdetidedtoasjt y worse it win not be me same with- mem if LS. was"me hdl you thought ; out them. ,
;

as their Smchoice. Frve OfUdtO go OUtO grcdllcU school
out of the six stated mat realize that this is Em&ed number,
Wooster was their first kind
clsplaces the "now that I've
choice. That seems kind
can be slacker" myth.
graduated
of odd since only two of
them believed Wooster
wasthebestcboicetbrtbeir
money.
it Kind of places a new spin on the
phrase "more bang for your buck,"
Anyway, going on, of the six
I polled, an six have opted logo doesn't it?
ButtheseduQstatisDaboutmoney
on to graduate achooL I realize that
this is a limited number.but it kind of ind educational quality were not all
that I concerned myself with. After
displaces the "now that I've graduated I can be a slacker" myth. When all, ihere is so much more to college
I toured campus, I was informed that than simpry classes, or how to pay for
Woosteris 13marnong colleges whose them. Ah, the memories, that's what's
important. How well spent were the
graduates go on to get their PhJXs.
There is definitely some truth to this last four years of your life? Did you

ries. I asked if they thought Wooster
had given them the best quality
for their money. Two of the
seniors believed mat it had. This
pleased me. If yc are going to spend
S80JDCQ on something, you better
make darn sure that you like it.
One person, however, said no; he
did nc think that Wooster bad given
him a quality education. His comment was. The reputation of mis

hours in the library mulling over volumes of theories and abstracts for
their independent study projects.
Tiffany Lerch 94, a communication
major at the CtoaegeofWooster.dared
to set a precedent by moving beyond
the academic realm of campus and
irtto the Wooster community to organize the first gun buyback in a small
town.
Ahhough only one handgun was
exchanged for $50 in gift certificates
buyback in the
during the day-tatown of 24,000, Lerch accomplished
one of her goals: she got the whole
town talking.

tab for their education. Three indicated that their parents paid the majority of the cost, while the other three
stated mat they did. It is good to see
that two of the three who paid for
oolkge themselves also stated thatthe
money was worth it Two of the three
whose parents paid eimerwercn'tsure
or said that the money was not worth

school continues to fall .ys the tuition
continues to rise."
I sensed a Hole bit of anger in this
statement. I also gathered that mis
person would probably never be
elected to the board of trustees. By the
way, the other three weren't sure
whether Wooster was the best choice
for their money.
Moving on to area of
interest number two, I was

By AARON SKRYPSKI

The net population of the world
mows bv 1 76 neoole everv minute. If
this growmratecorainues,the world's
population win double in the next 40
years; according to a group of students at the Uru versity of Colorado, ,
each person wiU have just one square ;
meter of land by the year 2537. ;
Crowding is not the only effect :of
r' '
overpopulation, though. According
ll
to Fred Cropp, professor of geology,
:
the environment's problems
soorjervlaterarerelatediothepopo-- r
latkaorovernopilanoBof theearm." r
.Tpcornbattherrobkrnsassociated
wiApverpopu!aticn,anorganizat
known as Zero Population Srowib SA
(ZPG)sponsorsanevemcalled"Easa
Jf
the Saueeze" week each vear'Xase l'
the Squeezeweek is a carnpaign o
''
educaiepeop'leabouoverpoptilation
jV
we
can
do
ardtd inform usabout what
- 3 ';
about the problem.
Andwhatconwedo? Accadingto
ZPC we shculd limit our family size
to two or fewer children and support
others' decisions to do the same. In , ,
educate ourselves
addition, we shc
arxxtt the problem, to be better able to
teach others.
For more information about Zero
Population Growth, call (202)
or write to them over the Internet

t'
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can be done ma small town for les- sthan$300 and can serve asablueprint
for future buybacks."
Lerch found that the whole project
raised her own level of awareness,

.

Obsntka

by CHRISTOPHER GREEN

more aware that we no
longer have safety havens in small
towns anymore," she said. "This
whole project openedmy eyes to what
goes on out side of the college."

Tm much

332-22-

ttapgigcjpc.org.

00

The year's final Slices show

America's populist
poetic voice

JOHN DRAKE

Bj AMY BACK

the savor, but loo much can spoil the
pleasure." But her sayings are not

Maya Angelou's "Wouldn't Take
Nothing for My Journey Now" is an
inspiring collection of short essays
which reveal her responses to being a
woman, being black and being alive.
w in
Her book addresses the
people our ability to love and to
give as well as the obstacles which

always winy and

.

.

osity.
Eversince the Clinton organ iat inn
mvaed ber to read at the presidential .
inauguration, Angelou has arguably
become the most visible poet is
America, even more so than Akron-natipoet Laureate Rita Dove.
Angelou, known for ber strong
feminist poetry, takes a step away
from (he art that has brought ber so
much. mthisbooksheturiisbersharp
eye to social commentary throngs
essay. In doing so she dernccstrates
that her talent is so strong and complete that she can jump from literary
genre to genre wchout missing a beat.
Asgelon displays her poetic talents as she weaves personal stories
mto her essays, creating prose which
is fresh and clever. Her language is
iiatursIarjdaccessibleL She has crafted
these essays with emotion and intelL
lect. Her weeds are spirimal yet
.

ve

com-pla-

light-hearte- d;

en-coun-

prac-tica-

Bom humor and truth occupy ber
bos of advice. Angeloo informs ber
readers that jealousy in a romance is
Eke salt in food. "Alinte can enhance

incR,In

of

ter,

.

taibble-gurn-sweet-toothed-back-seat-I-like-IKE-pre-

-Beach

Boy-pro-

m

.

Books for review provided by
Florence O. Wilson Bookstore.

Wooster new home
to bassoon festival

celebrates Earth

By MICHAEL DITTMAN
,

'

IfyoobareatoDea'doiibleieed
whoisaYT)
fflrhrrcasTCandrcalry
then a unique opportunity is being
afforded to you by the CoDege of
Wooster. Reservations for the 11th
annual John Miller Bassoon Symposium, held this year at the college
now being taken.
from Jane
In additkn to the sheer joy of hearing the bassoon being played, master
classes will be held. You can also

2 "

20-26a-
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the topics near and dear to a

ftett by BSJITANY BULLARD

Stadest Activities Board (SAB), along wit the Environmental

Concerns of Students (ECOS), the Wooster Volunteer Network and
the Greemhouse presented Daociag Ob McGaw last Satorday. Sevea
campus bands, mduding Java Beaa (pictartd here), performed for
thls event and environmental Information booths set p by ECOS
and the Greenhouse provided materials about the proposed
Tropicana boycott as weO as a petition to stop all campus mailings.

a

edUsh for

"

Dancing on McGaw

-

show a lighter side of this institution
by allowing the audience to laugh at

serious issues such as the security
in
LS. and the general drudgWooster,
problem,
whole,
as
likes
a
to
.
ery of a small liberal arts college.
that party conversation lends to Cheers must go out to Shoes
Csldtmpartiadardernonstrated
revolve around either how bad the granddaddy Matt Seaman 94 who
this. Seaman and friends were sitting
party is or how intoxicated you are. provided phikcohical humor by seTalking among friends gets bland no riously reconsidering both Freud's around talking abouttherjrcvwisriight
maaer where you are. Most people
and came to the conclusion that
even though they were busy
at Wooster probably do not know
Cinq whipped the
womanizing, drinking, and kill- or simply don't take advartfage of AH
ing old ladies, the monotony of it
someoftteenteitainmentoncani- - audience into perspiring mass
made it seem like nothing.
all
'
press
the Shoes.
On April 2?; DonU Throw
Sometimes we aH possess this
Shoes, .Wooster's premier com- -'
attitude a little too much. Per- -.
oredy troupe, made their last perf
haps a good way to overcome
....
manceof the year. It was cramped in theory on the art of miming and this is to spend our pocket change on
the Underground and people were . Nietczhe'sthoughtsaboutGod. Also, Wooster's talents instead of the stale
for Bazooka atLowry front desk.
actually bemgturnedaway at the door. wenmstcomrnendJoshElrod
However, for the lucky ones, a meanisbestandlastperfbrmaricesasDarm
sly two quarters per sweaty student Vader and Judge Wapner. The
bought the privilege of watching two Wooster comic stage will miss these
entertaining performances in the Untwo seniors who gave us three years
derground.
c comedy.
In Cinq, an a cappeHa quintet speOne of Shoes' strong points is the
cializing m"doo wop." took lo the way each individual in the troupe
stage first. Along with the rest of the adds his or her own twist to the humor.
andience.weapprrciatrd rhenrevrval
Karen Louis 96. after some time
away, came back with a hilarious skit
of our parents
showingiuwDBpfaneCcfSco
fame) books up with Fred after alL
music
Even the hippies dug it when they Pearson Cummings 96 makes a great
sang Crosby, Stills and Nash's "Find Fabio and has a belly that makes
the Cost of Freedom." All in all. In marvelous musk, but it must be said
Cinq whipped the audience into a that some of the drug mnuendos were
perspiring mass of pressed flesh for a bit too much. Marie Kahl '96 has
FRIDAY, APRIL 29
the Shoes.
also gotten past ber Pat Benetar iden.
Spotlight Showcase: The
As always these fen comedians put . tity and brings with beranew twist of
Rodger Montgomery Blues Band.
together a performance which made sarcasm.
Mom's Tiuckstop, 9:00 pjn. -Perhaps the greatest aspect of Shoes
people laugh, cringe, shout, and ask
11:00 p.m. Come see this wild
"What die hell?" The majority of the is the fact that they are Wooster's
duo hailing from North western
skits took our generation down own, which allows them to poke fun
Pennsylvania perform their best
memory lane, capitalizing and satiriz-- at our lives here on campus. They
ofddta. electric and courary blues.
They do it all originals and
morel
RedPmSpecialmScotLanesl
Win free games (it's your last
chance!) from 9KX) pan, -- 11.00

Angelou soberly asserts, "Brutality is
definiteJy not acceptable,"
In "What's So Fumy?" Angelou
reminds her readers of the underlying
dangers of television programming
and advertising. She warns us lobe
aware of bow such forces attempt to
impose societal norms upon us. She
encourages us lo guard our individuality, to cherish and foster k.
These essays can the reader to n
fleet upon the beauty of day to day
Irving and all the small, yet remarkable titrations and objects we
as well as the people we may
normally take for granted. Angeloo
asks mat we not overlook the details
of life. Most importantly, Angelou
reminds as to take care of ourselves.
In "A Day Away" she emphasizes the
need to find quiet time alone, and to
escape from distractions just tang
enough lo relax and enjoy one's self.
This is an ideal book to carry in
your backpack. Because the essays
tend to be brief, you could absorb one
or two between classes or while waiting for afriendatMom's. So, whether
you are taking a study break from
finals or hiding from the reality of
graduatkn.MWoiildn'tTakeNodung
for My Journey Now" is a provocative and pleasart distraction.

f""f

ing the recent influx of seventies pop
culture, utilizing some of our favorite
childhood characters such as Scooby
Doo, Marcia Brady and Darth Vader.

By BEN GEIGER

Angelou's essays: an ideal distraction

:
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not limued to) the pleasure of
bassoon duets, thoughtsabout vibrato,
te
practical acoustics, playing the
orchestral part, playing in chamber ensembles and of course, the fine
art of reed making.
Renee Dee, who leaches bassoon at
the college, is the event's local organizer. She says that bassoonists share
a certain comradery and that simply
com-ple-

pan.
SATURDAY, APRIL 30- Film: "Scarface" 7:30 pan. &
lft00paa,Mateer.$l. AlPacino
is Tony Montana, a man who
rmhlessly rises to the top of the
Florida cocaine business. Due to
the intense nature oflanguageand
depiction of violence, this film is

being with others devoted to the h
strument is part of the event's appeal.
"Bassoonists from aH walks of life

traditionalrycccgtorhciynpc
professional and the tree amatares,
people who play because they love
h." Dee says. - - "

leadenofthesynXBiumareJohn

Miller of the Minnesota Orchestra;
Per HarinevcW of Cie Bergen Philharmonic Orchestra sod reed maker and
South Bend Indiana Symphony bassoonist Keith Bowen. But, fear not,
aQ bassoonists wi3 have the opportunity to perform in the symposium's
closing concert.
The symposium is arriving at the
College from its former location of
theTowson State University in Maryland where it had attracted 2(M0 bassoonists each year.
Fomgistration mformarionandthe
master class repertoire list, contact
Renee Dee at
Compiled with information
from News Services.
928-845-

2.

;

FRIDAY, MAY 6
Senior Canoe Tripe 11 a.m..
register at the Lowry Center Information desk, $2 refundable
deposit plus boat rental, return 5
pan. seniors, jam your mends
for one final fling along the scenic
Mohican river.
SATURDAY, MAY 7
Senior Weekend Bank The
Underground, 10 pan. - 2ajru,
$.75. Before beading off to tackle
the red world, take it easy with
your friends at The Underground
and take one last look at that beer
d
arid
floor.
sweat-soake-
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Symphony celebrates commencement
The Wooster Symphony Orchestra, conducted by Jeffrey Lindberg,
win perform Beethoven's Symphony
No. 9 in D minor for the 1994 Commencement Concert on May 8, at
8:15 pjn. in McGaw ChapeL
The concert marks the first performance of the 9th Symphony in
Wooster for over 20 years. A

Dd Santo haspreviouslyperformed
me ninth symphony with the Atlanta,
National, Pittsburgh, Lincoln and
Knoxvilk Symphonies. Shecurrently
teaches voice at the University of
Minnesota in Minneapolis.
Janusko has been a solist with the
Robert PageCleveland Singers for
four years and holds degrees in both
vocal performance and vocal pedagogy from Ohio State University.

chorus, consisting of the

Currently, she teaches voice at

Westminster Presbyterian Church
Choir.the Akron Vocal ArtsEnsemble
and otherarca singers under the direc-tio- n
of KeCie Cutis Malone, willjoin
the WcosterSvmphcny Orchestra &r
this special performance. Soloists for
theconcert are sopranoJean del Santo,

Wooster.
Johnson's 25 year career includes
performances with the New .York
Pnilhannonic and with the Boston..
Detroit, Chicago and National Symphonies. He debuted with the New
York City Opera in 1972 and has
performed major roles with most of
the nation's major opera companies.

By MICHAEL DITTMAN

.

145-voi- ce

"

Robert Johnson and bass Jon

NordstnmBanxqueascJcwim

Ncrfstrom.

the choral and orchestra groups of the
area, and is the
bass section leader of the Minnesota
Cnorale,apositiontnathehasheldfor
seven years. He has also performed
with the Montana Chorale and the
Prince William Symphony Orchestra
'"
of Virginia.
The commencement concert on
Sunday is open to the public. General
admission tickets piked at $6 have
been on sale since Monday, April 25,
at Lowry Center.
Students, staff and faculty are entitled to two complimentary tickets.
However, availability of tickets is not
guaranteed. General admission tickets and free student tickets are available between 9:30 ajn. and 5:30 pjn.
at Lowry front desk.
,": Compiled with information
from News Services.
Mmneapolis-SLPa-

Bad, 'Bad Girls'
Thelma and Louise;'' it offered big

By MATT SEAMAN

ul

-

:-

,
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SAB brings Rodger Montgomery

Blues Band to Mortis tonight

.

I'm always suspicious of movies

;

that come with free stuff. For this one,
they give youalittle plastic badge that
says "Bad Girls" when you buy your
ticket. I feel like the movie people are
trying to give you a little extra something to make up the difference between the enjoyment you'll get from
the film and the price of admission.'
As it turned out, they should have
been givmg out golden badges crusted
with diamonds. That might have
made up thedifference between what
I paid to get in and the amount of
this film provided.
As a statement of contemporary
ideas about gender, this film provides
a host of examples of how women
were wronged, apparently always by
bearded men who spit
The plot used a very simple formula. One of the female characters
would suffaan injustice, which wcxild
invariably be followed by an incredibly violent reaction (like someone
getting kidnapped) and then the oth-ewouldgorescuethehostage. Then,
for extra enjoyment, they would repeat tiiat process.
Asashowcaseofexacdyhcwbroad
these women's backgrounds were,
thecharacters of the fourwomen were
incredibly diverse. Madeline Stowe
played a tough talking woman who
waslrick with''aitgiini.'' "AndiS
MacDowell played a sweet talking
woman who was quick with a gun.
Mary Stuart Masterson played a
woman who was both widowed and '
quick with a gun. Drew Barrymore
played a woman who wore a thing
that caused her breasts to be pushed
up to her neck. She spent a lot of time
leaning forward, and pouting, and
was also quick with a gun.
I had thought this would be the next
anti-amusem-

-

.
'

ent

:.. w.l.

yrjt

grass-root-

knifetoyourthroattheydon'twalkat
graduation. We find the savage western mtriguing and appealing.

Be-causeofthatkindofsavagerylthought

rs

.

this film would make for a very interesting juxtaposition. But it didn't
After a certain point I stopped
watching this film for the plot, and
began trying to find some sort of
moral code in it. If you go see this
film, I highly recommend this as a
way to pass the time. From this I
learned that: 1) All bearded men are
eviL 2) All clean shaven men are
weak, yet dependable. 3) Having sex
with someone for money is morally
fine, as long as you don't kiss them on
the'moQtK
hoofing scfaeone' is
acceptable if they blow kisses at you,
but not ifthey kill your lover, beat you
or rob you. 5) Religion's sole func-uo- n
is to oppress women.
The film doesn't fulfill its promise.
Instead of showing a situation that
could have been used to educate and
uplift thought about women in the
it's just simply Hollywood
drivel as overinflated as Barryinore's
V
breasts.
old-we- st,

"

?

D2 The Mighty Ducks

10:10

PG

PCUPG'13(JHXr
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Surviving the GameR
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By MICHAEL DITTMAN

f
ujeunarueugeuDiuesstMuaiuMiw
. .

:J L

skin vest, you shot him. There has
always been an appeal in that to the
modem viewer. Americans asa whole
seem to respond weu 10 mat una 01
s
punishmenL Witness the
live
We
caning
recieved.
has
support
in a workl where if someone holds a

--

-

names, and an interesting kind of.
twist a feminist western. Iwasanx-- ;
ious to see how the filmmakers would
I
present women in this genre.
has
been
about
always
western
The
a time when harsh justice reigned. It
was a time when people faced instant
retribution. Ifa man killed your wife,
you killed him. If a man threatened,
you with a knife, you shot him. If a

.

......

, photo provided by SAY MO' MUSIC
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"roots" blues .material combined with fresh original songs. Playing the blues for more than 20 years, Rodger
.
KIllM ctnr liVft
.1
n
i oi rthlm Vm hoe nltrawf ttiftl
Montgomery has a aMKTni louowing in rcnnsyivjBua,
standards and
old
Wieland,
present
Dennis
Johnny Copeland and Otis Rush. Rodger and his harmonica player.
general
public
the
free
to
is
Admission
enthusiasm.
original songs done with reverence and

R :
l:ia5:15,9) ?
SchindUsList--

'

1 :40,
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Scot golfers prepare for
NC AC Tournament

Scot

Notes

tiruies to lead the way wi& an average

NEWSSERVICES

of 77.6 strokes per round.
Gary Nye '96 is next with an averThe Scot golf team will have this
weekend off, giving it an exfia week age of 803 strokes per round,
who averby Don MDoch
to prepare for the North Coast AnV
per
80.1
which
round.
Tournament,
ages
strokes
Conference
letic
Rounding out the list of Wooster's
win be held May
Wooster's team, which finished top players are Steve Hardy "94, who
Indiana Uhiver-sir- y averages 84.9 strokes per round, and
sixth at the
Invitational last Steve King and Adam Sefl 97s, who
Pennsylvania
of
week, will need a strong showing at average 85.8 and 88 strokes per round
the upcoming conference tournament 'respectively.
The Scots, who are currently ranked
if it is to recove a bid to the NCAA
Division HI Championship again this 19th in the nation, have been to the
national tournament 21 times in the
year.
The Scots' strength is at the top of last 24 years, including each of the
the lineup where Ken Gude 95 con- - past three seasons.
fol-low-

ed

The Scot tennis team's ranking
at the number eight spot in the nation is the highest for any team in
history of men's tennis
the
in Wooster.

6-- 7.

13-tea-

70-ye- ar

m

Speaking of tennis, two players
have set the pace with outstanding
singles records. Peter James 93 is
16-while James Weaver 9S is
2.

.

photo by BRITTANY BULLARD

Namber one singles player Gina Castro 9 retnras a shot daring the
Lad Scots' 0 wia over Mount Union oa Wednesday.

j

15-- 2.

Nick DanateDi "96 and Jason
Dewar '97 combined to no-h- it
Oberiin 22-- 0 in the second game of
a doubleheader last Saturday.

9--

Reinhart leads Lady Scots
into NC AC Tourney

The Scot lacrosse team's top
three scorers this season are
midfielders, including Marcus Pillion "94, who leads the way with 29
goals and 14 assists.

NEWSSERVICES
The Lady Scot tennis team will compete in the North Coast Athletic
Conf erence Tournament today and tomorrow. WoosterdefeatedMoontUnion
over all,wima2-- 5
0 at home on Wednesday afternoon to improve to
record within the NCAC.
T Indrvidually,AndreaReinhart"9c
a 6 mark at number two singles.
8-- 11

9--

Six members of the Lady Scot
lacrosse team have been selected
for the Midwest National Lacrosse
Team. Selected to the first team

"

9--

would like to thank thefollowing people for their
hardworkand dedication to the writing and
produc-twnofthel993-1994VfoosXaVcfccS-

Andrew Rodgers

MarkSolis
Jason Gindele
Chris Macky
Lauren Cohen

Diane Burtch

David Post

Mark Hugh

Paid Kinney

.1

.I--

-

-

-

-

pfao

--
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i

by BRITTANY BULLARD

game

EmDy Moorefleld and Marcy
Hunt 94s dazzled the field at the
Track and Field Champi-onshMeet Saturday with record-seton-g
performances in the 100-metrun. Moorefidd posted a

Qrifdeic(tfeatedWinenbergMonWednesd
IndmduaQy.Mvcns Pillion 94 continoes to lead the team in scoring with
29 goals and 14 assists.
AlexCondon94 is next with 21 goals and two assists, fWlowed by Scott
Szweda 93 with 14 goals and six assists.

-
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beoer than the4:47 turned in by last
year's rational champion Kelly
Wilder of Kenyon.
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The Scot lacrosse team wiS dose out its season tomomjw by hosting
Kenycn. Woo,whkitb5overana2-5mtbeNcrthQAl- h

.I

ond team was Penn Ketcham 97.
Picked for the third team were Liz
Conrad, Emily Bnmk and Katie
Doyle "96$.

er

Wow toucan have two of the mot recognized and
accepted endtt cards In the -wortt -YUa and MarterCard
your name. tvtn ir iuu uvc rcn
credit cardS-Tr- t
- . CREDIT or HAVE
TURNZO DOWN BEFORE!
VISA and MasterCard
the credit cards you
deserve and need far O BOOKS rePAKTME-N-
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EmUy Bnmk 9 advances the ba3 apfkld ia aa opening-roua- d
Conference Tournament.
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Lacrosse seasons end

Mike Householder, Sports Editor
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Peter James

were Meg Wood and Laura
Slingluff '95s. Named to die sec-
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Moorefield, Hunt
shine at All - Ohio Meet

Voice presents first annual Scotties
Sports department presents awards to Wooster's brightest
By MIKE HOUSEHOLDER
Despite the College of Wooster's
current sixth place standing in the
Athletic Conference
North
4
sports
Race, the
season did yield some very bright
spots. In crier to recognize outstanding achievement in the athletic realm
on the College of Wooster campus
this past year, I present to you, the
reading audience, the fixst annual
Voice sports awards, or the Scotties.
Granted, these awards arenotneady
as prestigious as, say, the Emmys,
Tonys, Grammys, Oscars or even the
Espys, but k is all we could do here at
the VWce.
I havent really decided yet what
the little statuette should look Eke.
Maybe it should be a gold "W," or
perhaps a bronze bust of Coach Bob
Nye, but, in any event, without any
4
further ado, here are the
Wooster Voice Sports Awards, as
.voted on by theSports Department of
the Voice.

Qst

team in scoring with 53 goals and six

can scccer player already. Hall came
in track
back and was narriedAD-Ohi- o
after Crushing third in the javelin at
o
Meet :
last weekend's

By PAUL KINNEY

Male Athlete or the Yiak

All-Ohi-

All-Spo- rts

1993-199-

1993-199-

Nxwcomex OF THE Yba
CarrieHeadrick 9J, women'sbas-ketba- ll
and women's track and field.
Headrick was an outstanding contributor to the Lady Scot basketball
team as well as garnering
honors in track and field. Recently,
Headrick finished first in the
track
hurdles at the
All-Oh- io

400-met-

er

All-Oh-io

Coach or IBB Yeak
' Keith Beckett, men'sand women's
swimming. Beckett led his teams to
impressive years, especially on the
women's side, where several of his

swimmers and divers including
Debbie King 96 and Liz Helstein "96

honors.
earned
Beckett isknown to work his swimmers and divers hard, but be is also
known tobe fair. These things earned
him NCAC Coach of the Year honors. He gets the most out of his
athletes and this is why we have
handed him a Scottie.
Also getting consideration for a
Scottie was Hayden Schilling, men's
tennis coach, for guiding the Scots to
an 18-- 2 record, and having the best
men's tennis team at Wooster in 22
years. Tim Pettorini was also given
consideration for leading Wooster's
baseball team to a 25-- 6 record and a
possible NCAC title, if the team is
successful this weekend against Ohio
Wesleyan.
All-Ameri-

can

Female Athlete or the Yeak
Emily Moorefidd 94, women's
cross country and women's track and
field. Mocrefieldreceived
honors in the fall for the women's
cross country team, as well as
rxxico this past weekend, where
she finished first in the
run. Moorefield, a transfer student,
posted a time better than last year's
national champion in the
run.
Also receiving consideration were
AH-Ameri--

can

All-Oh- io

meet
Also considered wereMIkeBazzoli

97.rnra'strack and field, Paul Elliot
97, men's soccer, Greg Morris and
Rowell Fernandez 97s, men's bas- ketbaQ and Sly Slaughter 97, foot-

ball.

1500-met-

er

1500-met- er

Comeback or the Yea
Lisa Hall 94, women's soccer and
women's track and field. HalL perhaps the best goalkeeper in Lady Scot

MarcyHum94,aarissaRoberts'94,
and Meg Wood '95. Hunt was a

early stages of the
1993 seascii, which elided rjer illustrious soccer career at the College.
However.Han recuperated Azingthe
rest of the fall and the winter and
decided to go out for the track team,
where she proved to be the team's
best javelin thrower. An

She
Moorefield in the
honors in that event.
earned
Roberts was a standout in three
sports women's soccer, women's
indoor track and field and women's
track and field. Wood was a solid
performer on the field hockey team as
well as leading the women's lacrosse

AB-Am- eri

standout performer in women's soc-cas weU as women's track andfield

xr

where she excelled along with
1500-meter-s.

All-Ohi-

o
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Cham-A-Ko-

All-Ohi-

The College's track teams made a
strong showing at the
Saturday at Otterbein as the
Lady Scots placedfourth and the Scots
meet
tied for eighth in'the
Emily Moorefield and Marcy Hunt
94s led the way by finishing first and
secondrespectivery.intrje
run with times that bettered the record
tirne set by last year's national champion Kelly Wilder of Kenyon.
In addition, Carrie Headrick 97
also had a successful meet, finishing
first in one eventand third in another.
Headrick came back from a third-plashowing in the
hurdles.
hurdles to win the

James Weaver '94, football and
men's tennis. Weaver was a captain
and outstanding defensive back on
the Scot football team in the fall In
the spring. Weaver led the men's tennis team in its amazing resurgence
into national prominence, ranking as
high as number eight in the most
receNCA Division mpoIL Playing at numbers two, three and four
singles. Weaver compiled an impressive 17-- 2 record against the nation's
best competition. Playing at number
one doubles with Warren
'95. Weaver posted a 14--5
record.
AlsoconsideredwereTenyGladis
95. Chris Gngolani 94, and Brett
Beech 94 on the baseball team, as
well as Peter James 95, men's tennis,
and Marcus Pillion '94, men's lacrosse. Gladis(.441,4HR,25RBI,
34 SB), Gngolani (.465. 10 HR. 49
ERA, 47
RBI),and Beech
K) were all outstanding contributors
tome amazing 1994 campaign for the
Scot baseball squad. James, perhaps
the inspirational leader of the men's
tennis team, posted a 20-- 2 mark at
numbers two and three singles as well
as a 3 record in doubles matches.
Pillioncarried the n'slacrosse team
on its back this season, scoring 30
goals and dishing out 14 assists.

all-Oh-

io

17-tea-

m

Cham-pkMish-

1500-met-

on

honors
Also garnering
wereMkfclkPoofeandAmyHansen
97s, who finished fourth and seventh, respectively, in the 800; Lisa
Hall 94, who placed third in the javelin; and Shannon O'Neill, who was
fifth in
For the Scots, Wheeler Spaulding
and David Stouffer 94's and Paul
Kinney 95 started things off by finishing third, sixth and seventh, rerun.
spectively, in the 10,000-metPieter Salverda 95 kept things going by placing third in the 400 intermediate hurdles, while Adam Myers
"94 took fifth in the steeplechase.
Wooster will close out the regular
at John Carroll
season with a

ip

er

ce

100-met- er

400-met-

o

them

er

tri-me-et

er

Cheering the Lady
Scots on to victory

(10-0,2.-65

a

S

Team or the Yeak
Men's tennis. The Scots' 1994
team will be remembered as one of
the best tennis teams in school

.

TA,
...I
.

his-tory,havingthebestrecordsincel972.

Led by coach Hayden Schilling and
Weaver,
players like
and James, the Scots are currently
lankedeighmm the nation. The team
compiled an 18-- 3 overall record including a 6--1 mark in the NCAC
Woosterpostedthe
tough competition such as nationally-ranke- d
Kalamazoo and Emory, as
ranked in the top
Mercyhurst,
as
well
photo by BRITTANY BULLARTJ
twenty m Division D.
'
om their teammates
cheer
team
lacrosse
Scot
Lady
baseMembers of the
Also consiclered weretheScot
Athletic
Coast
North
game
of
the
opening
round
team,
daring
aa
swim
women's
ball team, the
-CcarfereaceToaraameBteaitetUsweek.
and the golf team.
J4.t
v
Cham-A-Koo- n,
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Scot's win at Wooster Invite
leaves national rank pending
Men's team runs record to 18--

Cingolani leads
Scots against OWU

hopes for NCAA bid

3;

NEWS SERVICES

By MASK HUGH
-

After nearly two months of tcm n,
the Sects win have 10 wait one more
week before they know if they win
qualify for the Division EH National
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Wooster did everything they could
first place finish in the Woosicr Invitational over the weekend. The Sects
now stand at 18-- 3 overall. 6-- in the
conference.
Now Wooaer has to wait until the
rankings to come out
next Friday to see if they finish among
the top 12 teams in the cation.
The Scots were ranked eighth nationally at mid season, but a loss to
Denison two weeks ago leaves
Woosters fate up in the air.
Wooster opened the Wooster Invitational wuh a 2 win over Oberlin.
The Sects clinched the win by taking five of the six singles matrhes,
The only loss came at number one
singles where Warren
"95 fell to the sixth ranked player in
Division HI in straight sets.
m doubles. Wooster took two of the
three matches. The Scots' only setback came sc number one doubles,
where
and James
Weaver 94 look the first set against
the top doubles team in the conference before dropping the last two.
Wooster's next opponent was
Winenberg. The Scots avenged last
year's 2 loss by crushing the Tigers

-.--

this week to help their cause, winning
five matches in six days, including a
'V-

v.-

1

end-of-the-y-

-.

'

C
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The Scot baseben team can control its own destiny when it travels to
Delaware tins weekend to take on Ohio Wesleyanm a drableheadVr that will
decide the North Coast Athletic Onference regular seascchannonship.
record and a 12--2 North
Wooster, which enters the week wixha25-6overaCbestAmletic Conference mart, wffl
the title.
Individually, first baseman Chris Gngolani "94 is the team leader m hitting
(.465), home runs (10) and RBI (49).
Jason Dagan 97 is next at .463 with two home runs and 27 runs based in,
followed by Terry Gladis "95, who is bitting M 1 wim four home runs and 25
RBL
Other key contributon mchjdeTto
94 at 332. catcher Matt Palm 95 at 34 1 , utility man Sean Hyundai 327
and outfielder John Tomlinson 94 at 308.
Brett Beech '94 is the pitching leader at 10--0 with a 7&5 earned run average.
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Cham-A-Ko-

Cham-A-Ko-
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pbcao by BRITTANY BUIXARO

Erik Bloom 97 follows through after serving in the Scots wia hi the
Wooster Invitational last weekend.

97, who were three set winners at
number four and six respectiveJy.
In doubles, James and Nyblom lost
only two gsmes in posting their second win at number two this season.
9-At number three, David HmdTc95
This set up a match with Calvin fev-fir- sl and Jason Cindele "93 were straight
place in the tournament. The set winners at wen.
n
Scots did what they have done numerand Weaver once
ous times this season, avenging a loss again faced one of the top teams in the
from a year ago, downing the 21st country and once again fell in three
ranked team in the country
sets, this time in a third set
Wooster finished its regular season
got Wooster started
when his opponent was forced to reschedule wMi conference matches at
tire with the first set tied at
Allegheny and Case Reserve. The
Peter James 95 got the next point Scots took both matches
but had
far the Scots with a saaight set win at to work harder than in previous years.
Against the Gators,
number three.
Johan Nybkxn 96 continued his took the first point of the match with
an easy win at number one.
hot play with an easy victory at numThe Gators evened the score when
ber two.
The clinching two wins were colBloom feO at number five.
lected by Weaver and Enk Bloom
The Scots went back on top when
7--

0.

Cham-A-Koo-

7-- 2.

tie-break-

er.

Cham-A-Ko- on

4-- 4.

7-- 2,

Cham-A-Ko-
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baseball:
tomorrow

MPCSPf SS

Who were the two NHL playplayoff
ers to win back
MVP awards?
-t-o-back

pfaaw tram VOICE PHOTO EHB

2.

The Scot baseball team needs two wim over Ohio Wesleyan this
weekead to captore the North Coast Athletic Comference title.

Sports
Information

Hotline

(216)

The upcoming week in Sports:

Sports Challenge
mfma Smwru tmUom. Th

James and Nyblom won at number
two doubles, butAllegheny dreweven
when Mark Hoven 95 lost m three
sets at number six.
At this point. James and Weaver
had lost the first set at number three
andfOTsinglesrespectrveh. blocked
as if the Scots might fan behind 4-But as they have done all year.the two
fought back to win m three sets.
The final three points were collected by Nyblom at number two
singles, and first and third doubles.
The match wixh Case was not as
tough as Allegheny, but still forced
several matches to go three sets.
Nyblom, Weaver and Bloom were
forced to go the distance before winning their matches.
The Scots look to capture their first
North Coast Athletic Conference
Tournament in five years next weekend at Kenyon.

women's tennis:
OWU (2) (A)

1

p jn.

today & tomorrow

ment(A)
golf:
May

6-- 7

NCAC Tournament (A)

women's lacrosse:
tomorrow

Quote of the week

track & field:
NCAC Touma- -

Kenyon (H) 130 pjn.

today

263-206- 6

They play baseball here too?"

John Carroll (A)

Dan Wilkinson,
first round selection of the
Cincinnati Bengals, after touring
Riverfront Stadium

